THERE MUST BE FUN IN LEARNING
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The journey of life is the journey of learning. From early to old age, we were being faced with lessons which help us grow as individuals. At a young age, children are being taught life lessons on values, motor skills, arithmetic and language. This learning is at its peak during these formative years.

However, even if learning is an essential part of life, it can get pretty tiring. These little children are raising hell every morning from rising, to taking a bath and breakfast, and to digging that uniforms. Parents, especially mothers serve as angry alarm clocks at these hair-raising episodes which is not an unusual sight anymore.

Moreover, even if the daily schooling preliminaries of children before going to school is not learning conducive, school settings must be opposite and fun. The teacher could create a classroom not more boring and something to look forward to by the learners every day. The school environment must be more child friendly thus attracting more pupils to go into it even if waking up every morning is a lot more difficult.

Teaching reading and counting is not enough. At this crucial stage of formative years, they must be life ready but, in an environment, friendlier, however life is hard could be. The curriculum must be balanced with instructions filled with fun and excitement. Children must be enticed in learning. They must be allured into it. They must feel love in every encounter. As a cliché’ goes, giving love to learners is a lot better than teaching facts. Teaching must be fun!
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